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The GB20T/EN & ENC is a pendent speaker and is suspended via its connecting 
cable. A 4 core plus drain wire, fire rated cable tail is supplied and fitted to the 
speaker by the manufacture. We use a 4 core cable so that the speaker circuit can 
be looped in and out of the speaker bringing the line monitoring all the way to the 
speaker. A 3m cable tail is fitted as standard but we can supply different lengths on 
request. Because we fit the cable tail at the factory the tapping needs to be 
specified when ordering otherwise the speaker will be tapped at 10w.
FOR UK SUPPLY ONLY.
For all other Countries the GB 20T/EN & ENC will not be supplied with a cable tail.

Remove the lower half of the speaker by removing the screws and twisting 
anti-clockwise thenseparate the speaker into two halves. The speaker terminations 
and cable gland will now be exposed for connection of the speaker cable. Please 
use the above circuit diagram for connection details and tapping selection.

Cut the cable tail to the required length. Use a junction box (not supplied) to 
terminate the cable tail via a suitable cable gland. The cable must be terminated at 
the junction box using ceramic terminals or terminals rated to a minimum of 600 
degrees C. The cable tail has a drain wire which must be secured in the junction box 
as this acts as a secondary support to the speaker.

See recommended connection details below:
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